


Kol haKavod  All Honor
to Those Who Gave of their Time, Effort, and Money 

to Bring “Serach at the Seder” into the World

First and foremost, I would like to honor my holy wife, my helpmate 
 and soulmate, Baal Misapair Ruchani, master spiritual storyteller, 

 Carole Forman; as it says in the Talmud “love your wife as yourself  
and honor her more than yourself.” And I can say about my wife,  

Carole,  what Rabbi Akiba said about his wife, Rachel,  
“I couldn’t have  accomplished this without her.”

And I would like to honor those friends and students who are  
always ready to help me with every project for the sake of God —  

Maggid Uriel David Brule, Rabbi Maggid Gil Bashe,  
Maggidah Rokie Bernstein, graphic artist Maggid Sender Klaper,  

who designed this beautiful book; and painter  
Maggidah Shoshannah Brombacher, who created  

the beautiful artwork fort it; and “the last one is precious”—  
my friend, the tzaddik Rabbi Aaron Raskin,  

may his light shine ever more strongly.

Maggidah Rokie Bernstein has donated generously, “To honor all  
those who are working to revive the role of the maggid, most  

particularly my teacher in maggidut, Maggid Yitzhak Buxbaum.”

These generous donors share in the blessing: Amy Guttman,  
Miryam (Charlotte) Mason, Steve Berman, Jay Knopf,  
Ron Brenners, David Finkelstein, Itta Chasha (Jacke)  

Schroeder, Jean Shorr, Rabbi Jonathan Kliegler.

May the God of Israel bring abundant blessings of spiritual  
and material health and wealth to all these good people.



Serach at the Seder
A Passover Haggadah Supplement about

SERACH BAT ASHER
Maggid Yitzhak Buxbaum

Many of us know about Serach bat Asher. But I’ve discovered something about 
her that will cause Jews around the world, especially women, to dance for joy. 
The dynamite revelation is that her incredible relevance to Passover hasn’t been 
fully appreciated. I believe that over the coming years this new insight about 
Serach will change the way the Passover Seder is conducted, because Serach will 
make an appearance. 

This supplement has been created from stories in the Torah, Midrash, and Aggada;  
it is faithful to the text. See Sources at the end for references. 

Suggestions for Using “Serach at the Seder”

This supplement can be read aloud before, during, or after the Seder. Ask if any of the 
Seder guests are actors, teachers, public speakers, etc. who have experience reading 
aloud. If possible, arrange for readers to review the material beforehand. 

Roles:
LEADER 

READER(S) These are read by one person or rotated among a number of people. 

HERALD 

SERACH 

YOUNG SERACH 

JACOB

MOSES 

RABBI YOCHANAN 
ALL These are read by everyone together in response to Serach. 

Maggid Yitzhak Buxbaum is the author of ten books, including   
The Light and Fire of the Baal Shem Tov, and Jewish Tales of Holy Women. He directs the Jewish  

Spirit Quest and Maggid Training programs. To learn more about Reb Yitzhak and his  
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BEGIN HERE

LEADER: The Rabbis say that the Jewish people were redeemed from Egypt 
in the merit of the righteous women of that generation. One of 
the greatest women of that generation and of all generations was 
Serach bat Asher, Jacob’s granddaughter. Although Serach is men-
tioned in the Torah, nothing is said about her except her lineage. 
But many amazing stories are 
told about her in the Midrash.

READER: Serach bat Asher is mentioned 
by name in the Torah among the 
seventy souls who went down 
to Egypt with Jacob. She is also 
named among the multitudes 
that left Egypt with Moses. 

HERALD: Serach bat Asher was the 
only person who witnessed 
the whole Passover story 
from beginning to end. She 
went down to Egypt with 
Jacob and left Egypt with 
Moses! 

READER:  But these two events were hundreds of years apart! The Rabbis  
explain that Serach lived for centuries and then entered paradise 
alive like Elijah the Prophet.

Serach at the Seder

Moses and Serach crossing the Red Sea



READER: When Serach was at  
a Passover Seder, as she  
was many times in her long 
life, she would tell a story of 
those days in Egypt and con-
clude “I was there!” If some-
one said something that was 
inaccurate, she was not shy 
about correcting him, and 
would say “I was there!” * 

READER: The Rabbis say that all the 
Jewish souls that will ever 
exist—in the past, present, 
and future—were at the Exo-
dus from Egypt, and that is 
the reason we can fulfill the 
Passover Seder obligation 
to see ourselves as having 
personally left Egypt. Serach bat Asher alone can say  
“I was there!” bodily, for the whole Passover story. But our souls 
were present; and we can say: “We were there too!”

LEADER: The Hebrew for “I was there!” is Hayiti shom! And for “We were 
there too!” is Hayinu shom gam kain! Serach bat Asher said:

SERACH: I witnessed the whole story. I lived through everything that  
happened. And I acted, for the sake of God and the Jewish people, 
to win us our freedom. I was there! Hayiti shom! 

ALL: We were there too! Hayinu shom gam kain! 

HERALD: In the Midrash, Serach is a key figure in the events of the 
Exodus! 

LEADER: These are some of the stories told about her:

Serach plucks fruit for a child while crossing the Red Sea

* See the story later in this supplement where Serach corrects Rabbi Yochanan and uses those 
very words. I have made her comment in that story a litany for every episode.



READER: When Joseph sent his brothers back to their father Jacob in  
Canaan, they worried that he would die from shock on hearing  
that Joseph was alive. So they asked Jacob’s favorite granddaughter, 
seven-year-old Serach, who was a great soul and wise beyond  
her years, to gently break the news to him. Serach sat near her  
grandfather and played her harp, as she sang: 

YOUNG  {singsong}

SERACH: Joseph is alive and rules over Egypt.

READER: She repeated the song many 
times until Jacob heard what 
she was saying, and realizing 
that it was true, exulted. The 
holy spirit, which had left him 
all the years of his mourning 
for Joseph, returned to him, 
and with great joy he blessed 
Serach, saying: 

JACOB:  Because you brought me back 
to life by giving me the joyous 
news that Joseph is alive, I bless 
you that you never taste the 
bitterness of death.

READER: In the merit of Jacob’s blessing, 
Serach never died; she lived for hundreds of years, and then  
ascended to heaven alive in a fiery chariot.

LEADER: A seven-year-old girl kept Jacob—the Chosen One among the  
Patriarchs—alive and restored his communion with God! She  
certainly deserved this great blessing!



YOUNG I prayed to God to guide me how to tell my Saba* that my uncle
SERACH:  Joseph was alive. I played my harp and sang the good news while 

sitting at my Saba’s feet, but inwardly I was in heaven singing  
before the Throne of Glory and praying with all my might for my 
grandfather. God answered my prayer and revived Saba’s holy 
spirit. On our way to Egypt, the spirit of prophecy that had left him 
long before I was born, returned; and God spoke to him in a night 
vision, in a dream.

 I went down to Egypt with my father, my grandfather, and our 
whole family of seventy souls. And all the while as we traveled,  
I thought about the blessing that my grandfather Jacob gave me — 
to live forever. I was there! Hayiti shom! 

ALL: We were there too!  
Hayinu shom gam kain! 

READER: Generations passed. Along 
with many other Hebrews, 
Serach bat Asher, now a very 
old woman, was made a slave 
in Egypt. 

SERACH: I was forced to do hard labor, 
kneeling and bending painful-
ly-- with my old bones!-- over 
a hand-mill, grinding grain for 
bread. I also had to listen to 
the curses and taunts of Egyp-
tian female slaves who hated 
us Hebrews and would loudly 
say in our hearing things like: 

READER:  We’re willing to be slaves as long as those filthy Hebrews are also 
slaves!

* Hebrew for “Grandfather.”



SERACH:  Woe to the ears that hear such words! And woe to the mouth  
that utters them! I was there! Hayiti shom!

ALL:  Woe! We were there too! Hayinu shom gam kain!

READER: Many years passed. Then Moses came and there was great  
excitement in the camps of the Hebrews. He performed miracles  
before the tribal elders, and said he was the Redeemer. The Elders 
went to seek counsel from the eldest among the Hebrews, Serach — 
who was now ancient, more than 200 years old -- and told her what 
Moses had done: “He threw down his staff and it became a snake! 
Then he picked it up and it was again a staff!” 

SERACH: Miracles by themselves mean nothing. 

READER: They then told her that he had 
spoken in God’s name, using  
the words: “I have surely  
remembered you.”

SERACH: He is the Redeemer! How do I 
know? The Holy One, blessed 
be He, gave to Abraham secret 
code words to identify the  
Redeemer. Abraham passed the 
secret to Isaac, Isaac to Jacob, 
Jacob to Joseph, Joseph to his 
brothers, among them my father 
Asher; and my father told me-- 
that the Redeemer would use 
those exact words pakod pakaditi 
“I have surely remembered you.”

READER: And the people believed in Moses.

HERALD: Serach certified to the people that Moses was the Redeemer.



SERACH: My grandfather Jacob and his generation passed away. Joseph and 
my father Asher and all their brothers and their generation passed 
away. My generation and others that followed it passed away. When 
Moses came, I was the only one alive who knew the code words to 
identify him. I was there! Hayiti shom! 

ALL: We were there too! Hayinu shom gam kain!  

READER: On his deathbed, Joseph had made the people swear that they 
would carry his bones with them when God took them out of 
Egypt. Moses searched for Joseph’s grave.

MOSES: I searched for three days to find Joseph’s remains, without success. 
Then, I encountered Serach and asked for her help. She told me:

SERACH: The Egyptians put Joseph’s body 
in an iron coffin and secretly 
sank it in the Nile, so we would 
not be able to fulfill our vow  
to him and then flee Egypt. I  
followed the Egyptians to the 
river. I hid behind some reeds, 
and watched. Come, I will show 
you the place. 

READER: She led Moses to a spot on the 
bank of the Nile. Moses wrote 
the four-letter Name of God on 
a shard and cast it into the river. 
Then he called out:

MOSES: Joseph, Joseph, the time has 
come. We’re waiting for you!

READER: Immediately the heavy iron coffin began to shake itself loose from 
the mud of the riverbed and floated to the surface as if it were as 
light as a single reed.



SERACH: When Moses came, I was the only one who knew where Joseph’s 
coffin was, and I told him. I was there! Hayiti shom! 

ALL:  We were there too! Hayinu shom gam kain! 

HERALD: Serach made it possible for the people to fulfill their oath 
to Joseph and leave Egypt!

LEADER:  The Midrash says that at the Red Sea a Jewish female slave saw 
greater visions than the visions seen by Ezekiel the prophet, who 
saw the Divine Chariot. That female slave was Serach bat Asher.

SERACH: The Red Sea parted, and the heavens opened, and I saw visions 
of God. I saw the Holy One above and the Shechinah below and 
myriads of angels watching as we walked through the sea on dry 
land. I was there! Hayiti shom! 

ALL: We were there too!  
Hayinu shom gam kain! 

LEADER: More than a thousand years later, 
Rabbi Yochanan was teaching in the 
study hall about how the waters of 
the Red Sea were able to stand up 
like walls.

RABBI The water looked like lattices
YOCHANAN: with rays of the Shechinah’s light 

shining out from the spaces between 
the slats. 

READER: Suddenly, Serach bat Asher-- who 
long ago had entered paradise alive 
and could return to this world—appeared, and challenged  
Rabbi Yochanan.

SERACH: That’s not the way it was. I saw it, and I tell you, the light of the 
Shechinah was shining through the water out of what looked like 
many windows.24 I was there! Hayiti shom! 



ALL: We were there too! Hayinu shom gam kain! 

HERALD: Serach’s final words: “I was there!” remind us of the  
purpose of the Seder – to experience the Passover story  
as if we were there! “In every generation one should see 
himself as if he or she 
personally left Egypt.”

READER: Serach can help us to  
receive the awesome mystic 
lights of Passover, so that 
the Shechinah shines into 
us and we experience the 
story so deeply that we will 
say: “We were there too!” 
and mean it.

HERALD: Serach visited Rabbi  
Yochanan’s study hall 
and taught him  
about the events of  
the Exodus. Serach can 
visit our Seders and 
teach us-- if we invoke 
her!

LEADER: The name Serach means “span” or “overlap.” Serach bat Asher 
spans the generations and sews them together, uniting us with Jews 
of past, present, and future. The Torah says that Elijah, who visits 
every Seder, will repair the breach between parents and children, 
turning “the heart of parents to their children and the heart of  
children to their parents.” Serach will repair the breach between 
men and women, turning the heart of husbands to their wives and 

the heart of wives to their husbands, if we listen to her voice!  



Let us invoke Serach!  

ALL: Serach bat Asher! Serach bat Asher! We believe that you can visit 
our Seder and we invite you to come. We do not want to be clever 
and close the door to mystic 
vision. We know that we do 
not have to open the door 
for you; we have to open our 
mind and our heart to believe 
in you and the One who sent 
you. May we merit seeing you 
and greeting you. And if you  
appear as a young girl or an 
ancient woman or disguised as 
an old man with a long white 
beard … may we recognize 
you! Teach us the deepest 
lessons of the Passover story. 
Teach us how to bring the final 
redemption, so we may reach 
the time of “A woman shall 
court a man,” when men and women will once again be equal, and 
we all join in the great circle dance in the Garden of Eden!

WOMAN The Rabbis say that the final redemption will be like the first, as the
LEADER:  prophet says, “As in the days of your going forth from the land of 

Egypt I will show you wonders.” The deeds that bring the final  
redemption will be like the deeds that brought the redemption 
from Egypt, about which it was said: “The Jewish people were  
redeemed from Egypt in the merit of the righteous women.” The 
final redemption will also be in the merit of the righteous women. 

May our women follow your lead, Serach, and rise to the task!  
Lead our people and the whole world back to the Garden of Eden!



Mentioned in Torah: Genesis 46: 17; Numbers 26:46; 1 Chronicles 7:30.

Serach goes down to Egypt with Jacob, leaves with Moses & enters Israel: B. Sota 11b; Seder Olam 
Rabba, chap. 9: “Serach bat Asher was among those who went down to Egypt [with Jacob], and also 
among those who left Egypt [with Moses]. She was among those who went down to Egypt as is written, 
‘and Serach their sister,’ (Genesis 46:17) and among those went to the Land of Israel, as is said, ‘and the 
name of the daughter of Asher was Serach’ (Numbers 26:46).

Lives forever; enters Paradise alive: Derech Eretz Zutta 1:18; Yalkut Shimoni 2:367; Alphabet of Ben Sira 
28a. The Chronicle of Serach bat Asher [Persia 12th century] quoted in Gabriel’s Palace, p. 49, has about 
her ascending to heaven in a fiery chariot. 

All Jewish souls at the Exodus: Rebbe Shalom Noach of Slonim-Jerusalem: Netivot Shalom, vol. 2, p.251.

Sings to Jacob and receives blessing: Sefer HaYashar 109b - 110a; Midrash HaGadol on Genesis 45:26; 
Otzar HaMidrashim [Eisenstein] p. 35. The Midrash Says, vol.1, Bereshit, p. 426, quoting the Rokeach, says 
Serach was “an extraordinary girl, spiritually greater than all the children of the other tribes.” Gen. 46: 2–4.

Hebrews and Serach become slaves: Exodus 11:5 says that the slain first-born included “the first- born 
of Pharaoh …, even to the first-born of the female slave who is behind the mill.” The Rabbis asked why 
the Egyptian slaves were held responsible for the persecution of the Hebrews and were punished in their 
first-born. It was because they sympathized with the policy and added insult to injury by verbally torment-
ing the Hebrew women slaves. Pesikta de-Rab Kahana [English] 7:9, p. 148; Pesikta de-Rab Kahana 17:5, 
78b, p.156. 

Moses appears and is certified as the Redeemer: Exodus Rabba 5:13 (See Genesis 50:24, 25, Exodus 3: 16, 
4:31, 13:19); Pirke d’Rabbi Eliezer [English], chap. 48, pp. 383 - 384; Yalkut Shimoni, Genesis 12:64. 

Retrieves Joseph’s bones: Mekhilta d’Rabbi Yishmael, Beshallach 24a - 24b; B. Sota 13 a - b, based on 
Exodus 14:19. Pesikta de-Rav Kahana 11:12. Yalkut Shimoni, Deuteronomy 34, #965.

Female slave at Red Sea visions: Pesikta de-Rav Kahana [English] 7:9, p. 148; Midrash HaGadol, Shmot 
Beshallach Exodus 15:2, p. 292. The Rabbis’ comment really means that even someone of the lowest 
status, “a female slave,” saw greater visions than the greatest prophet. But taking this as referring to a 
single female slave, she is identified with Serach in the 12th century Persian-Jewish “Chronicles of Serah 
bat Asher,” quoted in Gabriel’s Palace, p. 48. What were the great visions she saw? Midrashim tell of 
God splitting the sea, the Haggadah refers to “gilui Shechinah, Serach speaks of the Shechinah shining 
through the walls of water, other midrashim tell of angels gathering to watch the Jews crossing the Red 
Sea, and celebrating or questioning.

Appears in Rabbi Yochanan’s study hall: Pesikta de-Rav Kahana [English] 11:13, p. 212. This is R.Yochanan 
ben Napcha, a Palestinian amora (180 – 279 B.C.E), who is usually referred to by his first name [Ency. Jud. 
vol.10, 145].The dispute between Rabbi Yochanan and Serach was about whether the water stood (Exo-
dus 14:22) due to a lattice or window structure. A lattice has more solid opaque substance, the slats, and 
only a little light exits through the spaces between them; a window has more transparent open space 
for more light to pass through and only the bars of its frame are opaque. Serach’s words in this story “I 
was there!” taman havina in Aramaic, are the source for my use of these words as a litany repeated by 
Serach in the various episodes in this supplement. In 2012 I purchased a Hebrew book for Passover pub-
lished in Israel that uses midrashim to create a story of how a Hebrew youth experienced the events; the 
book is titled: I Was There-- Hayiti Shom.

Seeing oneself as personally leaving Egypt: Haggadah.

Elijah: Malachi 4:5, 6.

Woman courts a man: Jeremiah 31:22.

Circle dance in Garden of Eden: Hasidic Rabbi Kalonymos Kalman Epstein, author of Ma’or v’Shemesh, 
discusses kabbalistic concepts of masculine and feminine, which respectively signify Giving and Receiv-
ing. Now, feminine is inferior to masculine. At the final redemption, masculine and feminine will be no 
more. All will be equal, as in a circle, where all points on the circumference are equidistant from the cen-
ter. Miriam at the Red Sea led a circle dance for the women, to fulfill the verse, “a woman shall encircle 
a man” (Jeremiah 31:22) and bring down a supernal light from the place where masculine and feminine 
do not exist. She accomplished that; and at that time, she and the women reached a higher level than 
the men and Moses. Miriam’s Dance: Radical Egalitarianism in Hasidic Thought, Nehemia Polen, pp. 3–6. 

Final redemption like the first: Micah 7:15. Interpreted by the Lubavitcher Rebbe as meaning that the 
final redemption will be in the merit of the women. Likkutei Sichot [English] Vol. 2, Shmot.

Sources



The Jewish Spirit Quest Program:
The Path of the Baal Shem Tov
Learning by conference call with Reb Yitzhak Buxbaum

Do you want to get somewhere spiritually?   
Do you want to taste the sweetness and joy of Judaism? 

Does this description fit you?

You are serious about your Judaism. You go to services and take courses. But you want something more! You yearn for a spiritual 
path that leads somewhere, that answers your burning questions and lifts you to a higher awareness. Reb Yitzhak Buxbaum, a 
Jewish spiritual master in the lineages of Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach and Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi directs the Quest pro-
gram, which provides a framework to encourage spiritual exploration, support your search for fulfillment, and help you find your 
own unique spiritual path.

In a circle of your peers, under Reb Yitzhak’s guidance, you will study the Baal Shem Tov’s Torah of the heart, which puts love 
at the center of Judaism. You will learn how to do all religious and life-activities— such as studying, praying, eating, working, and 
conversing—with d’vekut (God-consciousness), the source of eternal joy. 

THE QUEST PROGRAM is for men and women of all denominations and backgrounds who have an open mind and a warm 
heart, who want to love God and all people, who want to live a life full of passion and joy; a life of meaning and community, of 
holiness and soulfulness.  

You are invited to attend a free introductory conference-call lecture. It’s time to invest in your soul!

CONTACT Reb Yitzhak for more information – yitzhak@jewishspirit.com

Yitzhak Buxbaum is a mystic and maggid (inspirational teacher and storyteller), a sage and elder of the Jewish people,  
a Torah scholar and author of ten books including Jewish Spiritual Practices and The Light and Fire of the Baal Shem Tov. 

The Jewish Spirit Maggid Training Program
The Maggid Training Program is for men and women of all denominations  

and backgrounds who want to act for God and the Jewish people. 

You will be trained in the use of traditional texts and in the skills of inspirational speaking and storytelling. The Jewish community 
needs committed individuals who are ready to fulfill the sacred mission of a maggid – to motivate their fellow Jews with a power-
ful desire to get closer to God. This program can help you to connect more deeply spiritually, study more deeply, become a better 
storyteller, and work as a maggid and teacher.  If you have a spark, we can fan it into a flame!

Semesters & Intensives
There are two terms a year– fall and spring. Each term ends with a three-day live intensive that includes 
 a storytelling festival at a local synagogue, where students perform and are later coached and critiqued.

THE SPIRITUAL PATH
To inspire others, one has to be inspired. You will learn  
how to tap into the living waters of divine inspiration.  
In class, we study books by important contemporary  
spiritual teachers.

TEXTS AND THEIR USE
Our focus is on learning how to study Tanach, Midrash,  
Aggada, and Hasidic teachings and stories. The goal is to  
“get you on the path” to familiarity in these areas.  
You work with a hevruta (study-partner).

STORYTELLING
Storytelling has a special charm that can draw the soul of a listener 
to spiritual truth. Master storytellers on the faculty impart a deep 
understanding of stories, and coach and improve your storytelling 
skills until you achieve mastery and can touch people’s souls.

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKING
You will learn how to give a d’var Torah or sermon that comes 
from your heart and enters your listener’s heart. Master teachers 
of preaching, acting, and speech coach your presentation skills and 
develop your ability to inspire others with holy words.

The Course of Study



Books by Yitzhak Buxbaum

Available at bookstores, online, and at www.jewishspirit.com

The Light and Fire of the Baal Shem Tov
Jewish Tales of Holy Women 

The Life and Teachings of Hillel
Storytelling and Spirituality in Judaism

A Person is Like a Tree: A Tu BeShvat Sourcebook

Jewish Spiritual Practices
Jewish Tales of Mystic Joy

Real Davvening
An Open Heart

A Tu BeShvat Seder



Praise for Serach at the Seder

“We used your Serach piece at our Seder. We made a skit out of 
it, with the children participating, one as the young Serach, one as 
the old Serach, one as Yaakov Aveinu, etc. It was tremendous! It's 
amazing that you thought of a way to bring something new and 
authentic to this millennia-old ceremony! The refrain, ‘I was there,’ 
made the whole Pesach story come alive.”

Sara Yoheved Rigler, author of God Winked, and  
popular contributor to Aish.com

“I think you have done a magnificent job with Serach at the Seder. 
Yashar Kochecha! I love the midrashim about Serach and love  
what you have done with them here, wonderful liturgy.”

Rabbi Jonathan Kliegler,  
Woodstock Jewish Congregation, NYS

“Reb Yitzhak, we used it at our Seder!! It’s a gevalt. I loved it.”

Rabbi David Ingber, Romemu, NYC

“It's lovely. I've been fascinated by Serach for years. Thank you ….”

Letty Cottin Pogrebin

Contact information for Maggid Yitzhak Buxbaum 
yitzhak@jewishspirit.com • 718 858-4058 

www.jewishspirit.com 
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